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Abstract
We describe our approach to accounting for readout dark current in subarray superbiases.
Originally, the subarray modes available for ACS/WFC used different timing patterns
during readout than full-frame images, resulting in different amounts of readout dark as
compared to the equivalent regions of the full-frame. These subarray modes were replaced at
the start of Cycle 24 (October 2016) with the current modes, which use the same timing
patterns as full-frame images. There are therefore three subarray cases that must be dealt
with separately: (1) pre-SM4, (2) post-SM4 prior to Cycle 24, and (3) post-SM4 after Cycle
24 to present. The first two regimes will be handled by creating superbiases for the original
subarray modes that account for readout dark. The third regime is handled internally in
CALACS. We also discuss an update to the calculation of ambient readout dark, which
applies to both full-frame and subarray superbiases.
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Introduction

The Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) Wide Field Channel (WFC) has the capability to
read out a portion of either of its two detectors, called a subarray image. The amount of
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dark current accumulated in the detector during readout, or readout dark, depends on the
time it takes for the detectors to be read out, as described in Ryon et al. (2017) (hereafter
Paper I). The original subarray readout modes available to users read out an entire CCD
chip through a single amplifier and discarded pixels outside of the subarray region. These
modes used the same clocking rates as the full-frame readout for pixels within the subarray
and faster clocking rates for pixels outside of the subarray, resulting in different readout
times and readout dark accumulation than the equivalent region of a full-frame image. The
original subarray modes were replaced at the beginning of Cycle 24 in October 2016 with
new subarray modes that used the same timing patterns as a full-frame image. A thorough
discussion of original and current subarray properties can be found in Golimowski et al.
(2017) and Section 7.3.1 of the ACS Instrument Handbook (Ryon et al., 2019).
There are three subarray cases we must then consider, in terms of accounting for readout
dark: (1) pre-SM4, (2) post-SM4 prior to Cycle 24, and (3) post-SM4 after Cycle 24 to
present. In this work, we are only concerned with the subarray modes that were supported
by the ACS Instrument Team at the time each of the three cases. As discussed in Paper
I, we include the properties of readout dark in our superbias reference files so that science
images processed by CALACS are properly calibrated for readout dark.
For Case (1), bias correction of pre-SM4 subarray images involves cutting out the subarray
region from the full-frame superbias and applying the cutout to the subarray image. While
this technique is appropriate for bias correction, it does not properly account for the difference
in readout dark in the original-mode subarrays as compared to full-frames, because it does
not address the different readout times between equivalent regions of the detector. Therefore,
we must create new subarray superbiases and correct the readout dark component for the
readout time difference.
For Case (2), the sampling method used by new electronics installed during SM4 gave rise
to two-dimensional bias gradients, the amplitude of which can vary significantly depending
on the selected subarray mode. Cutting out the subarray region from full-frame superbiases
and applying it to subarray science data would not correctly remove these bias gradients. To
address this, bias frames for the supported subarray modes were obtained as needed by GO
programs and the CCD Daily Monitor calibration program. These subarray biases contain
the same amount of readout dark as the science images because they are read out with the
same timing patterns. We therefore account for readout dark in the subarray superbiases
created from the individual subarray biases in the same manner as full-frame superbiases as
described in Paper I.
For Case (3), the new subarray modes read out a given quadrant with one amplifier
(called split-serial readout) and have the same timing patterns, bias gradients, and readout
dark accumulation as full-frame images. Bias correction in CALACS is therefore performed
by cutting out the subarray region from the full-frame superbias and applying it to the
subarray science data. No additional action is required for this subarray regime.
We also update our measurement of ambient readout dark and readnoise by performing
a linear fit to the variance, rather than standard deviation, as a function of row number in
bias difference frames.
In Section 2, we analyze the readout dark in subarray biases from a subset of post-SM4
anneal cycles between 2009 and 2016, to justify the approach to creating pre-SM4 subarray
superbiases discussed in Section 3. We discuss the new method for measuring ambient
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Table 1: Properties of Subarray Modes

Columns × Rows

Readout

(pixels)

Time (s)

rread a

rambient a

Original Subarrays (pre-Cycle 24)
512×512

28.0

1.12

1.06±0.03

1024×1024

61.7

1.23

1.091±0.009

2048×2046

146.4

1.45

1.351±0.006

Current Subarrays (post-Cycle 24)
2048×512

25.0

—

—

2048×1024

50.0

—

—

2048×2048

100.9

—

—

a

These factors are described in detail in Section 2.

readout dark in Section 4. Finally, we present our conclusions in Section 5.
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Case (2): Post-SM4 Original-Mode Subarray Superbiases

Subarray bias images were taken during the time period between May 2009 and October
2016 in order to accurately bias correct science data, unlike during pre-SM4. We define our
approach to creating pre-SM4 subarray superbiases by analyzing these post-SM4 subarray
biases. The properties of the original and current subarray modes are given in Table 1. We
identified a subset of anneal cycles from this time period during which subarray biases were
taken in at least one of the original modes located on the quadrant of the detector read
out by amplifier B: WFC1-512, WFC1-1K, and WFC1-2K. We ran the same analysis on
these subarray biases as was done for full-frame biases in Paper I. The analysis identifies hot
columns, determines the stability of each hot column, and measures the ambient readout
dark variance increase across the frame. Only amplifier B could be used for the 512 or 1K
original subarrays, so we must assume the properties of readout dark in amplifier B apply
to the other quadrants.
For each original subarray mode, we calculate the ratio, rread , between the readout times
of the original subarray and the current subarray mode with the same number of rows. The
latter is the same as the equivalent region of the full-frame. For example, the readout time
ratio for the 512×512 subarray modes is
rread =

28.0 sec
toriginal
=
= 1.12.
tcurrent
25.0 sec

(1)

This ratio represents the difference in dwell time between row transfers for the full-frame
and original subarray clocking patterns. Table 1 lists rread for each original subarray mode.
In Figure 1, we plot the hot column excess signal, which is the mean value of the column
with local background removed, isolating the signal from the hot pixel bleeding during read3

Figure 1: Hot column excess signal for stable hot columns appearing in both the subarray and full-frame
biases from the 2014-10-22 anneal cycle. The subarray excess values for WFC1-512 (left), WFC1-1K (middle),
and WFC1-2K (right) are plotted as a function of full-frame excess values. The dashed lines have slopes
equal to rread for each subarray mode.

out. The excess signal is plotted for stable hot columns that appear in both the subarray and
full-frame superbiases of the anneal cycle that began on 2014-10-22. We also plot a dashed
line with a slope equal to rread of the given subarray mode. In every panel, the points lie
along the dashed line, demonstrating that the subarray hot columns are brighter than their
full-frame counterparts by exactly rread .
In Figure 2, we plot the ambient readout dark variance increase, from the row nearest
the amp to the row furthest from the amp, measured in the full-frame and subarray biases
as a function of time. We also plot the full-frame ambient increase scaled by the relative
number of rows of the subarrays: 1/2 for WFC1-1K and 1/4 for WFC1-512. We see that
the ambient readout dark in every subarray mode is higher than in the equivalent region of
the full-frame. However, for an unknown reason, the subarray ambient readout dark is not
higher by a factor of rread , as was true for the hot columns. We therefore calculate the actual
factor by which the subarray ambient readout dark is higher, rambient , for each mode and
take the average and standard error on the average across the anneal cycles in our sample.
Table 1 lists rambient for each original subarray mode.
To account for readout dark in post-SM4 original subarray superbiases, we treat the
subarray biases in the same manner as the full-frame biases described in Paper I. In short, the
variance of the hot columns and the ambient readout dark variance are added in quadrature
with the existing superbias ERR array, and the unstable hot columns are flagged in the
superbias DQ array. No modifications are made to the SCI array.
We can compare the difference in the ERR arrays between the new and existing Case (2)
subarray superbiases for the anneal cycle that began on 2014-10-22. The largest difference
is found in the row furthest from the amplifier, where the ambient readout dark is largest.
In this row in the 2K subarray, there is a ∼1.1 DN, or 390%, increase in the ERR array
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Figure 2: Ambient readout dark variance increase across the frame for WFC1-512 (red triangles), WFC11K (orange squares), WFC1-2K (green circles), and full-frame (WFC, blue circles). A subset of anneal cycles
between May 2009 and October 2016 are plotted. Full-frame measurements scaled by the relative number
of rows for the 512 and 1K subarrays are plotted with black open symbols and dashed lines.

between the new and existing subarray superbiases. For the 1K subarray, the increase is
0.7 DN, or 240%, and for the 512 subarray, the increase is ∼0.3 DN, or 70%. The existing
Case (2) subarray superbiases do not include ambient readout dark variance or hot columns
in their ERR arrays, which explains the significant increases in ERR array pixel values.
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Case (1): Pre-SM4 Subarray Superbiases

To create a pre-SM4 subarray superbias, we start with the full-frame superbias created by
the reference file pipeline (Desjardins et al., 2018) from the same anneal cycle. The fullframe superbias is analyzed as described in Paper I to determine the ambient readout dark
variance and identify stable and unstable hot columns. From the SCI and ERR extensions of
the full-frame superbias, we cut out a region at the same location on the detector and of the
same dimensions as a given subarray mode (see Table 1). We cut out the same regions from
the ambient readout dark variance array, stable hot column variance array, and unstable hot
column DQ array measured from the full-frame superbias.
The relative increase in ambient readout dark variance and hot column signal in the
subarray found in Section 2 must be applied to the SCI and ERR arrays. We do this by
removing the readout dark of the full-frame from the subarray cutout of the SCI array and
adding in our best estimate of the subarray readout dark, as follows. The arrays containing
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stable hot column excess, Sstable , and ambient readout dark variance1 , σambient , are subtracted
from the SCI array cutout, scaled by rambient and rread , respectively, then added back in:
2
2
SCInew = SCI − Sstable − σambient
+ rread Sstable + rambient σambient
2
= SCI + (rread − 1)Sstable + (rambient − 1)σambient
.

(2)

The ERR array cutout does not include any readout dark component, unlike the SCI
2
array, so we add it in as follows. We calculate the total readout dark variance, σRD
, in the
subarray from the stable hot columns and ambient readout dark variance arrays. Again, the
ambient readout dark variance and the stable hot column arrays must be scaled by rambient
and rread , respectively, resulting in
2
2
σRD
= rread Sstable + rambient σambient
.

(3)

The total readout dark variance array is then combined in quadrature with the ERR array
cutout to find the new ERR array for the subarray superbias,
q
2
+ ERR2 .
(4)
ERRnew = σRD
Finally, the DQ array for the subarray superbias is populated by the cutout of the unstable
hot column DQ array from the full-frame. We add 22 columns of zeros to each extension of
the superbias to represent the physical prescan present in original-mode superbiases. The
final subarray superbias, like the full-frame superbias, is in units of DN.
For a brief comparison between the resulting Case (1) subarray superbiases and the existing full-frame superbiases, we pick an example anneal cycle beginning 2005-03-04. The
largest change occurs in the row in the subarray furthest from the amplifier, where the ambient readout dark is largest. In this row in the 2K subarray, there is a ∼0.3 DN (∼0.1 DN),
or 20% (10%), increase in the SCI (ERR) array as compared to the same row in the existing
full-frame superbias. For the 1K subarray, the increase is 0.05 DN (0.03 DN), or 3% (2%),
for the SCI (ERR) array and for the 512 subarray, the increase is ∼0.1 DN, or 1%, for both
the SCI and ERR arrays. The ERR array percentage increases here are smaller than for
Case (2) because the existing full-frame superbiases for Case (1) already include ambient
readout dark.
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Updated Ambient Readout Dark Calculation

In addition to addressing readout dark in subarrays, we also update our method for measuring the ambient readout dark variance and readnoise in bias frames of any dimension
and observation date. First, we difference consecutive biases taken during the same anneal
cycle and remove hot columns and cosmic rays. We measure the variance in each row by
taking the standard deviation, squaring it, and dividing by 2 to account for bias differencing,
σy2 = σ(y)2 /2. The row variance is a combination of readnoise (RN) and ambient readout
dark, where the amount of readout dark depends on the row number, y,
2
σy2 = RN2 + σambient,y
.
1

(5)

As shown in Paper I, the ambient readout dark variance is nearly equivalent to the ambient readout
dark signal, as would be expected for a Poisson process.
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Figure 3: Readout dark variance as a function of row number from biases taken during the 2014-10-22
anneal cycle. Readnoise has been removed, causing all linear fits to have zero readout dark variance at row
zero, by construction. Measurements from each of the original subarray modes, WFC1-512 (red), WFC1-1K
(orange), WFC1-2K (green), and the full-frame (WFC, blue) are plotted. Linear fits to each readout mode
are plotted in a darker shade.

This is because the variance of the sum of uncorrelated sources of noise is the sum of the
variances of each source of noise. The readout dark variance increases linearly as a function
of row because the readout dark signal itself is deposited in each pixel during the constant
dwell time between each row transfer. Therefore, rather than performing a linear fit to the
standard deviation, or noise, we fit the row variance as a function of row number.
At row zero, the noise in the row is entirely readnoise, σ0 = RN. To find the readout
2
dark variance in each row, we rearrange Equation 5 for σambient,y
. We plot the readout dark
variance as a function of row number in Figure 3 for the original subarray modes and fullframe bias differences from the 2014-10-22 anneal cycle. The subarray readout dark variance
trends clearly have steeper slopes than the full-frame, as discussed in Section 2.
The ambient readout dark variance increase across the rows for the full-frame is then
2
2
σambient,2048
= σ2048
− RN2 .

(6)

2
In Figure 4, we plot the average full-frame σambient,2048
from each anneal as a function of time.
2
This is an updated version of Figure 4 in Paper I. The new measurements of σambient,2048
are
similar to those in Paper I for pre-SM4, but are 10 to 20% larger post-SM4. The updated
trend for amp D does not show a jump around 2013, unlike in the Paper I version, which
coincides with a readnoise anomaly in amp D (Coe et al., 2013; Desjardins, 2019). This
suggests our updated method is not contaminated by readnoise, while the previous method
2
may have been. Finally, we note that there is an increase in scatter in σambient,2048
in every
quadrant since mid-2016. Between 2014 and mid-2016, the residual standard deviation about
2
linear fit to σambient,2048
was ∼0.045 to 0.055 e− . From mid-2016 to 2019, the same measure
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Figure 4: Ambient readout dark variance at row 2048 as a function of time for full-frame data. Measurements from each quadrant are plotted with a different color and symbol. Major events in the lifetime of
ACS/WFC are marked, including the period during which the channel was offline.

of scatter was ∼0.075 to 0.09 e− , an increase of 50 to 85%. Whether this is related to other
detector phenomena will require further work and continued monitoring.
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Conclusions

We have examined the dark current accrued during readout of ACS/WFC subarray data, and
described our approach to accounting for this readout dark in subarray superbiases. For Case
(2), prior to Cycle 24, post-SM4, subarray superbiases are created directly from dedicated
subarray bias frames. We performed the same analysis from Paper I on the subarrays,
and produce new subarray superbiases: ambient readout dark and stable hot columns are
included in the ERR extension and unstable hot columns are flagged in the DQ extension.
Analysis of subarray biases from Case (2), showed that hot columns were brighter than
those in the equivalent region of the full-frame by exactly the ratio of readout times. The
ambient readout dark was also brighter, but by a slightly smaller factor. Because the subarray
data taken in this time period used the same subarray readout modes as pre-SM4 data, when
no dedicated subarray bias frames were taken, we assume similar behavior of the readout
dark components during pre-SM4 (Case (1)). We cut out the regions of full-frame pre-SM4
superbiases that correspond to the subarrays and modify the SCI and ERR extensions to
include correctly-scaled ambient readout dark and stable hot columns. The DQ extension
again flags unstable hot columns in the appropriate cutout region.
Finally, we modified our measurement of ambient readout dark and readnoise in all types
of bias frames. We perform a linear fit to the variance in each row of bias differences rather
than standard deviation. We found a 10 to 20% increase in ambient readout dark variance in
8

full-frame data as compared to the method in Paper I for post-SM4 anneal cycles. We also
found that the 2013 readnoise anomaly in amp D no longer appears in the ambient readout
dark variance measurements, suggesting the new method is measuring pure readout dark.
In the near term, for Case (1) subarrays, we will identify the supported subarray modes
that were used by ACS/WFC in each pre-SM4 anneal cycle and create new subarray superbiases for each of those supported modes with the reference file pipeline (Desjardins et al.,
2018). For Case (2) subarrays, we will update the existing subarray superbiases to account
for readout dark. Case (3) subarrays are properly handled by the pipeline and therefore do
not require updates. The new approach to measuring ambient readout dark and readnoise
will also be used by the reference file pipeline to produce new superbiases for the full lifetime of ACS/WFC. The new readnoise measurements will be used to monitor WFC detector
characteristics going forward. Archival images, including subarrays, will then be reprocessed
using the updated superbiases.
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